Motion coherence thresholds in infants--different tasks identify at least two distinct motion systems.
Optokinetic nystagmus (OKN) can be demonstrated from birth, but behavioural discrimination tasks such as habituation and preferential looking do not reveal any sensitivity to motion direction until a few weeks of age. This study compared coherence threshold for motion direction for OKN and preferential looking responses using closely comparable stimuli, in infants between 6 and 27 weeks of age. Infants were tested with two random dot motion displays, a uniform area of moving dots for OKN responses and a display in which a region was segmented on one side by differential motion direction for preferential looking responses. Coherence thresholds for each response were determined by a staircase method. For OKN responses, mean coherence thresholds were between 20% and 25%, with no significant improvement in OKN performance throughout the age range. Preferential looking thresholds were significantly higher than OKN thresholds. Preferential looking thresholds improved significantly with age, but remained higher than OKN thresholds throughout the age range tested. Experiments varying direction reversal frequency and stimulus area indicated that these differences were not simply a consequence of the spatial and temporal non-uniformity of the preferential looking stimulus. The differences in sensitivity levels and age trends for OKN and preferential looking responses we have found suggest that different directional mechanisms are involved in the two responses. We discuss the possibility that, in early infancy, OKN and preferential looking reflect the performance of subcortical and cortical directional mechanisms respectively.